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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many resources available, often knowing where to find themTeam of writers who are practising teachers – a number writers on the Australian Curriculum DTIdentify and scaffold resource to provide useful teacher resourcesAll materials developed licensed under creative commons 4.0 – , adapt and share – copy / change for your own purposes.Today we will look at resources specifically for Teachers 

http://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/


ICT vs DT
http://bit.ly/ICTvsDT
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On DT Hub resource showing ways to assess ICT gen cap and DT during the same task. One page of this shown, more on Hub.Not saying you need to assess everything – showing what type of activities apply to each.



Algorithms and 
programming 

A sequence of steps that includes 
user input and branching



Stage 2
defines problems, describes and 

follows algorithms to develop solutions 
ST2-3DP-T

Stage 2
describes how digital systems 
represent and transmit data 

ST2-11DI-T

describe and follow a sequence of 
steps and decisions (algorithms) to 
solve defined problems involving 

branching and user input

Digital Technologies 
Focus question: How are algorithms used to develop digital systems?

Stage 2
selects and uses materials, tools and 
equipment to develop solutions for a 

need or opportunity ST2-2DP-T

design and produce digital 
solutions using a visual 
programming language

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sequence of steps and User input and branching Students develop solutions that address specific criteria. They generate and develop ideas, using research to inform their design ideas, which are represented using sketches, brainstorms and where appropriate, digital technologies. Students select materials appropriate for their purposes, with consideration of sustainability and constraints to produce designed solutions. They are guided to develop specific criteria to critically evaluate designed solutions
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Probot: Integrate with Mathematics
Angles and 2D shapes 

To get started you need to know  

              moves Pro-Bot fwd 25 cm  

 

           moves Pro-Bot bwd 25 cm 

               rotates Pro-Bot 90° right 

 

             rotates Pro-Bot 90° left 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Progress from Physical programming to using a visual programming languageProbot does not use visual programming Integrate with mathematics but does much more 



Probot: Integrate with Mathematics
Angles and 2D shapes 
Aspect of Computational 
Thinking

2D shapes

Decomposition Define the parts of the shape, 
including angles

Abstraction Focus on the shape’s 
properties

Algorithm design Describe the commands 
needed to draw the shape 
(using probot buttons)

Pattern recognition Repeat code
Simplify steps

Evaluation Did the commands result in 
the desired 2D shape? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Probot and integrating maths and comp thinking 



Branching: (decision making)
Choose your own adventure story

Presenter
Presentation Notes
He’s working on a choose your own adventure story. His idea is to try to get the message across to others about being nice and how to be a good friend. So his story is about making decisions; are you going to choose the good path or the not so good path? This brings in two aspects of programming one is user input how will they choose (select a button or sign post) and branching (decisions) if this is selected then a certain event happens else a different event takes place. Jessie used a story board to plan out his choose your own adventure that helped with the screens. He also used a flow chart so he could work out the branching. He asked for feedback to evaluate his digital solution. 



Design and production process
DIGITAL 
TECHNOLOGIES
Stage 2

Example: choose your own adventure

Investigating and 
defining

Define the problem (students not being nice to others) 
How will it function? - Create a flow chart to describe the flow of 
events (sequence of steps)
What data is required?

Producing and 
implementing

Implement the solution using a visual programming language

Testing and 
evaluating

Develop criteria 
Test and debug as you build
Gain feedback in the evaluation phase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Look at how programming (the implementation part) is only one aspect of this design and production process. 



User input Keystrokes a, b or c

Branching: If – then – else

Quiz: remixing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quizzes are a great way to learn about branching and apply the logicWork on getting the logic and sequence right for one question then repeat for the remaining questionsAny context 



Aspect of CT Choose your own adventure Design a quiz (Colonial Australia)
Decomposition Key stages of the story How many questions?

Question style
Abstraction Which behaviours can be 

addressed?
Questions of interest

Algorithm design User interaction
What is the flow, what are 
the decisions and where do 
they take the user?

What is user input?
What feedback does the user 
get? 
What is the flow of questions? 

Pattern recognition Repeat code Repeat code
Evaluation Is the user able to choose 

their own adventure? 
Does the correct/incorrect 
feedback work as expected? 

Computational thinking (ComT)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Think about the computational thinking in each activity You may notice that I’ve added evaluation as part of the CT focus. There are several models for CT. It makes sense to include evaluation and links well with the problem solving process in AC: DigiTech



Quiz

Consider 
1. user input 
2. user feedback 
3. discuss with a ‘think 

aloud’ and algorithm 

Visual programming

Create a language-learning program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Integrate cross-curriculum priorities 

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/integrating-digital-technologies/create-a-language-learning-program


Visual programming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See inside shows the computer program



Visual programming: Think aloud
Can you explain how this works? Can you show me as you tell me?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The student explains the key elements of a quiz and how they have sequenced them in the correct order.How does the user interact.  What do the buttons do? 



BBC micro:bit
Make your own temperature sensor to gather data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jessie also had the chance to apply programming skills with the BBC microbit board. He started with a simple challenge of measuring and displaying the temperature. 



BBC micro:bit: Game paper, scissors, rock

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make you own calculator 



BBC micro:bit
Calculator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make you own calculator 



BBC micro:bit: Game paper, scissors, rock

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only user input 



Make your own game

Random, 0, 1 or 2

Variable: ‘shape’

Branching: if/then

User input: on shake

BBC micro:bit: Game paper, scissors, rock

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jessie also had the chance to apply programming skills with the BBC microbit board. He started with a simple challenge of measuring and displaying the temperature. 



Project log

Screen 
captures/video

Copies of programs 
saved in files

Think aloud

BBC micro:bit: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keeping track of work 



http://bit.ly/DT_F-2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Check out this sequence for Yr 3 (Stage 2)  on pre-programming for further ideas. 

http://bit.ly/DT_F-2


Lesson 
ideas
Lessons are currently 
being updated to 
reflect inclusive 
teaching practices 

A level approach has 
been taken to 
differentiate the 
lesson

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The instructions are differentiated into three levels that can accommodate students with different experiences, needs and skills. Icons will indicate how the lesson can be modified to suit students with particular needs The inclusive teaching practices are based on effective teaching and differentiation. 



Connect with the Digital Technologies Hub

DT Hub Newsletter

@DigiTechHub

DigitalTechnologiesHub

Digital Technologies Hub
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